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LEXXUS and HTC: We Are Supporting Young Talent 

 

 
Prague, 12 November 2015 

Technology is our future, so it is very important to support young people’s use of it 

and the deepening of their knowledge. A student at the Communications 

Technology Secondary Vocational School decided to show that mobile phones are 

not only for playing, but can also serve as a work tool.  

 

A student in the fourth year at the Communications Technology Secondary 

Vocational School, Jan Hegar, got two industry leaders to participate in his project: 

LEXXUS, which sells properties and new buildings in Prague and the surrounding area, 

and HTC, a producer of mobile devices specialising in smartphones. The project’s 

aim was to create professional videos for LEXXUS with the help of pocket technology, 

which is primarily for ordinary multimedia use. Because HTC and LEXXUS are 

companies that don’t have a problem doing the impossible, the logical culmination 

was co-operation with the young talent, which would try to transform the idea into 

reality.  

HTC loaned two devices for the project, an HTC One M8 and One M8sm. Both 

telephones excel thanks to their metal design, stereo BoomSound speakers, dual 

camera, high performance and FullHD display. The M8 also has an UltraPixel camera 

with an infrared port, through which it is possible to control home electronics. You will 

primarily appreciate this in households, where you can replace several remote 

controls with one telephone, which you will always have to hand. The television, 

home cinema and air conditioning can all be controlled using the telephone. 

HTC 

The HTC corporation’s aim is to bring perfection into life. Since its establishment in 

1997 the company has been among the leading innovators in smart mobile devices 

and virtual reality technology. HTC has accounted for a number of globally-

appreciated products and technological firsts, including the iconic phone ranges 

HTC One and HTC Desire. The search for perfection is the centre of all the company’s 

activities – from wonderful design and perfect processing, which inspires the whole 

industry, to unusual experiences using mobile technology. 

 

LEXXUS Estate Agency 

The LEXXUS estate agency offers a wide range of old and new flats, new buildings 

and development projects, houses and land in Prague and the surrounding area. For 

more than two decades it has been a leading estate agency in Prague. Lexxus is a 

popular choice for demanding clients who require a high quality of services and 

wide range for an excellent price. The company’s portfolio contains new residential 

projects, new apartments and buildings, second-hand new buildings, houses for sale 
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and luxury properties for sale or rental. Under the Lexxus Norton brand it arranges the 

sale or rental of solely luxury, top-quality and, in particular, residential properties in 

the best locations in Prague and the surrounding area. 
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